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A ‘letter from Heaven’, ID no. I (33 J) 176/1963, Berlin, Museum of European Cultures (Staatliche Museen zu Berlin – Stiftung Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Museum Europäischer Kulturen). Written in Ernstroda near Gotha, Thuringia, and dated 1776. The original sheet of paper was folded once, making four pages. Here we can see p. 1 with the title ‘Himmels-Brief, welchen, Gott selber geschrieben’ (‘Letter from Heaven, which God Himself has written’) and page 4. The written bifolium was then folded four times. Two words were visible on the two outer sides resulting from this: ‘Gottes Brief’ (‘God’s letter’), shown on p. 4. The upper part of the letter has been cropped and part of the illumination has been cut off. Photography: Christian Krug.
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‘... even the bravest person has his own little superstition.’
On the Material Nature and Magical Purpose of Heavenly Letters in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Century

Sabine Kienitz | Hamburg

After the First World War broke out in 1914, the German War Ministry in Berlin began issuing Verlustlisten – official lists stating the names of German soldiers killed or missing in action, including the date this happened. To supplement these lists, the Zentralstelle für Nachlaßsachen (Central Office for Soldiers’ Effects) also published information about unidentified members of the armed forces in a bid to put a name to men who had died on the battlefield or in a military hospital. For lack of any official documentation, detailed descriptions were made of objects that had been found on the deceased, such as wedding rings or pocket watches. These are extremely helpful in shedding light on the material aspects of everyday life in wartime. The lists of objects show that soldiers carried all kinds of personal effects around with them even when they were stationed at the war front, photographs and letters being just two of the possible items. Presumably these things were able to give them some consolation and emotional warmth in the face of danger. The large number of rosaries, pictures of the Virgin Mary and medals of saints that were found in the breast pockets, wallets and uniforms of fallen soldiers is a clear indication of how widely Christian practices were accepted, most of which are Roman Catholic.

1 Buddecke 1918, 52–53. The English translation is from Kilduff 2012, 75.
2 Kienitz 2008, 43–45.
3 Unermittelte Heeresangehörige, Nachlaß- und Fundsachen, Nr. 1, 1 October 1916, supplement to Armee-Verordnungsbllatt: Verlustlisten, Berlin 1916, 1–4. Institut für Sächsische Geschichte und Völkskunde Dresden (ISGV; Institute for Saxon History and Cultural Anthropology), Nachlass Adolf Spamer (‘Adolf Spamer Estate’) NaAS/K91/M1: Notizen, Abschriften und Quellensammlung zum Thema Himmelsbriefe, Schutzbriefe. This supplement to the normal lists of casualties was published at the beginning of each month from October 1916 till October 1919. Regarding the official handling of casualties’ effects, see Schmidt 1918, 39f., 43.
4 On the role and function of (illustrated) lists of fallen or missing soldiers in general, see Artinger 2000, Adam 1985 and Kienitz 2008.
5 Many of these finds were personalised by monograms or watchmakers’ symbols and were able to give relatives clues about the names of the owner or the workshop and producer. The lists of the effects that had been found were divided into alphabetical lists of names and abbreviations on the objects and a separate list that included the numbers of watches and repairs. According to regulations, these items were supposed to be handed over to the relatives of the deceased person, being his or her personal property. Regarding the handling of finds, also see Schmidt 1918, 41–44, especially p. 43.
6 See Fuchs, Gygi and Ulrich 2002.
7 On the social role of photography in the construction of family identities, see Bourdieu 2006, 31.
8 See list no. 14 from 1 November 1917. In this case, extracts from letters are quoted (modes of address, greetings, family relations, etc.) that were regarded as specific to the relationship and identification of the deceased person. In connection with this, also see the debate in the First World War about what became known as Jammerbriefe (roughly, ‘gloomy letters’) and the exhortation to the general public to the effect that women should only send their male relatives in the field Sonntagsbriefe (‘Sunday letters’) in order to keep them emotionally stable: ‘Da kann und soll der Brief von zu Hause der Schutzengel sein, indem er das deutsche Heim, die Kinder und vor allem die deutsche Frauen-Liebe und -Treue dem Manne wieder lebendig vor die Seele malt.’ (‘Letters from home can and should act like a guardian angel by enabling a man to imagine his German home, his children and above all his wife’s love and loyalty in vivid terms.’) Malita von Rundstedt, Der Schützengraben der deutschen Frau, 1916, 6, cited in Tramitz 1989, 97.
9 Schlager refers to the specifics of Catholic practices regarding consecrated medals and saints’ pictures; Schlager 2011, 63–91.
10 See Knoblauch 1999, 186.
12 See Kriss-Rettenbeck 1963, 34–36.
Fig. 1a: Samples of letters from Heaven from WWI, Unermittelte Heeresangehörige ('Unidentified members of the armed forces'), Nachlaß- und Fundsachen, Nr. 1, 1. Oktober 1916, Armeeverordnungsblatt: Deutsche Verlustlisten, 1-4. Institut für Sächsische Geschichte und Volkskunde Dresden (ISGV), NaAS/K91/M1.
as a Christian. In this study, I shall employ cultural and
codicological approaches with respect to the material and
handwritten nature of these artefacts in an attempt to clarify
the basis for ascribing such a magical quality to them and
how this efficacy was achieved and perceived in the course
of producing, distributing and using these letters.

The subject at hand: heavenly letters and their contents

From a theological point of view, heavenly letters belong
to the genre of revelatory literature. They were studied by
scholars of religion, history and philology in the nineteenth
and early twentieth century. Bible scholars, theologians,

---

13 Cf. Prümer 1916, 80.
14 Some authors assume that these texts belong to the genre of chain letters
15 See Speyer 1970.
16 Cf. the overview in Köhler 1898, which attempted to reconstruct the
historical origin as well as the reception and the different ways in which the
letter was transmitted. ‘Doch kann als sicher gelten: Der Brief stammt aus

---

Fig. 1b: Nachlaß- und Fundsachen, Nr. 1, 1. Oktober 1916, Armeeverordnungsblatt: Verlustlisten, 1-4. ISGV Dresden, NaAS/K91/M1. ‘Ein Haus- und Schutzbrief. Im Namen Gottes des Sohnes und des heiligen Geistes. Amen. A letter of protection that includes the holder’s home.’ (‘In the name of God the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit, amen.’). Excerpt from the samples of writing from 1 October 1916.

moment of acute danger’ in order to be read. The illustrated
supplement to Bayerische Verlustliste No. 325 dated 27
December 1916 depicted three of these small manuscripts
as ‘samples of writing’ in the hope that the original authors
would recognise their own handwriting and then be able
to provide some personal information about the recipients
(Fig. 1). It is these letters from heaven that are the subject
here – a genre of apotropaic magical manuscripts to which a
protective effect was attributed for several hundred years in
the face of all kinds of threats, even weapons. The contents
of these pieces of writing are important in understanding how
they were used in the past. Most of them claim to have been
written by Jesus Christ or God Himself and then brought
down to Earth by the Archangel Michael, and promise men
they will survive wars and assure women they will have a
smooth birth in return for them leading a God-fearing life

Fig. 2: ‘Dis ist der brief der von hieffel gesendet ist / den got selbes geschribē het / die ab geschrifft’ (‘This is the letter sent from Heaven / which God Himself wrote/ the copy’). Lives of the Saints, mid-15th c., manuscript volume, paper, Staatsbibliothek Berlin, Ms. Germ. qu. 189, 417 leaves, fols 347v–349v, here fol. 347.
Orientalists and church historians in particular documented individual finds of ancient and medieval exemplars in their publications. These discoveries were mostly manuscripts made of parchment or paper, or single-sheet prints from the fifteenth century onwards (Fig. 2), which were part of codices whose exact origin and history of reception were practically unknown. In contrast, the survival of most of the manuscripts discussed in this article is due to their being collected by clergymen, theologians and both laymen and experts in folklore in Germany, Austria and Switzerland, people who took an interest in the phenomena of magic and superstition in the nineteenth and early twentieth century. These two areas of focus determined the interests, interpretation and handling of the artefacts by the collectors themselves. To date, about fifty originals have been identified in archives, museums and libraries, although their age and exact origin still have to be clarified. The vast majority of the handwritten copies that were used as magical aids probably only exist in the form of copies for scholarly purposes now or have just been published as transcripts in anthropological journals.

Building on this practice of collecting such works, the religious scholar Rudolf Stübe (1870–1930) presented a comprehensive, systematic historical study of these manuscripts and the history of their ownership, which also included textual criticism and followed a sound theological approach. Stübe recreated the structure of these texts, which were written in the style of a letter in which either God or Jesus personally addressed individual human beings in His capacity as an author and writer. It was claimed in many similar ways in the letters that God or the Son of God had the ability to write messages – the title such letters have often goes as follows: ‘Letter from Heaven, written by My own holy hands ...’. Alternatively, the letter in question was said to have been written by Jesus Christ Himself ‘in His own beautiful hand’ – and at the same time this phenomenon was cited as an argument for the manuscript’s true power:


In addition, Stübe identified the various types of manuscripts as well as the individual parts of texts from which a heavenly letter could be composed in formulaic terms. Besides containing confirmation of its divine origin, the place where it was found and the year it first appeared, the letter included a reminder to observe Sundays as a day of rest – this is often

---

17 Cf. Ewald 1847; Delehaye 1899; Bittner 1906; Dietrich 1911; Graf 1928.
18 See s.v. ‘Himmelsbrief’ in Handschriftencensus: Eine Bestandsaufnahme der handschriftlichen Überlieferung deutschsprachiger Texte des Mittelalters (<http://www.handschriftencensus.de/werke/592> (Survey of Manuscripts, last seen on 20 November 2022). My thanks to Marco Heiles for this information. Apart from that, see the Manuscripta Mediaevalia manuscript database with references to thirteen copies of Himmelsbriefe in multiple-text manuscripts (<http://www.manuscripta-mediaevalia.de/?alles="himmelsbrief"> (last seen on 20 November 2022). I am grateful to Felix Heiner for this information. See Dietrich 1911 as well; this author quotes an example of a letter from Heaven from 1451 written on parchment, which is documented in the Liber de reformatione monasteriorum (II c. XIX, p. 699f.), which belonged to the Augustinian provost Johannes Busch. Dietrich 1911, 247. Besides that, see Kob 1897 as well.
19 Stübe refers to a heavenly letter ‘printed in Cologne at Clemens Arnold’s, 1604’, also printed in Scheible 1847; see Stübe 1918, 22 and Köhler 1898, 117. On heavenly letters from Anglo-Saxon England, see Hebing 2012.
20 In 1911, the medievalist Walther H. Vogt said that he had looked through a hundred exemplars; see Vogt 1911, 587. Various examples of handwritten copies made for scholarly purposes can be found in Adolf Spanner’s estate at the Institute for Saxon History and Cultural Anthropology (ISGV) in Dresden, whose staff I would like to thank for their generous support during my research.
21 See Stübe 1918. Vogt 1911 takes a similar approach.
22 Cited in Vogt 1911, 592.
24 ‘True copy of the letter’, Museumslandschaft Hessen Kassel (MHK, Museum of Hessian History in Kassel) 74 A 4, inv. no. 1928/176 (Fig. 3). According to the inventory card, the artefact was made in Hamelin in 1790 and passed into the Museums’ possession in 1928. I am grateful to Martina Lüdick, MHK, for this information.
25 In detail, these include the types known as ‘Gredoria’, ‘Sunday letters’, ‘Holstein letters’, the ‘Mount of Olives blessing’/‘Blessing of weapons’, the ‘Count’s amulet’ and ‘Charlemagne’s blessing’. Cf. Stübe 1918, 7–9 and Vogt 1911, 589. On Charlemagne’s blessing see Marco Heiles’ contribution in this volume as well.
Fig. 3a: ‘Wahrer Abdruck des Briefes, welchen Gott mit eigener Hand mit güldenen Buchstaben geschrieben und uns durch seinen Heil. Engel Michael zugesandt’ (‘True copy of the letter which God wrote in golden letters with His own hand and sent to us through his holy angel Michael’). Dated 1790, found in Hamelin, Museumslandschaft Hessen Kassel (MHK), folklore collection, 74 A 4, recto, inv. no. 1928/176.
Fig. 3b: ‘Wahrer Abdruck des Briefes, welchen Gott mit eigener Hand mit güldenen Buchstaben geschrieben und uns durch seinen Heil. Engel Michael zugesandt’ (‘True copy of the letter which God wrote in golden letters with His own hand and sent to us through his holy angel Michael’). Dated 1790, found in Hamelin, Museumslandschaft Hessen Kassel (MHK), folklore collection, 74 A 4, verso, inv. no. 1928/176.
Wer am Sonntage arbeitet, der ist verdammt. Und also gebiete ich euch, daß ihr des Sontags nicht arbeitet an euren Gütern auch sonsten eine Arbeit thut: Ihr sollet fleißig zur Kirche gehen, mit Andacht beten und eure Angesichter nicht schmincken noch eure Haare krausen noch Hoffart für der Welt treiben auch von eurem Reichthum den Armen mitteilen, und glauben, daß dieser Brief mit göttlicher Hand geschrieben, und von Jesu Christo ausgesandt ist, daß ihr nicht thut wie die unvernünfthigen Thiere. Ich gebe euch sechs Tage darinnen eure Arbeit fortzusetzen, und am Sontage in die Kirche zu gehen, und mit Andacht Gottes Wort hören: Werdet ihr das nicht thun, so will ich euch strafen mit Pestilenz, Krieg und theurer Zeit. Anyone who works on a Sunday shall be damned. And so I command you not to work on your goods on Sundays or do any other work; you shall go to church [instead], pray with devotion, and not powder your faces, or curl your hair, or be haughty or let the poor know how wealthy you are; and you

26 MHK, 74 A 4, inv. no. 1928/176.
must believe that this letter was written by a divine hand and sent out [to you] by Jesus Christ, that you do not do as the foolish beasts do. I give you six days in which to continue your work, and to go to church on Sunday, and to hear with devotion the word of God. If you do not do this, I shall punish you with pestilence, war, and the hardest of times.

Besides Christians’ duty to observe Sundays, the Ten Commandments were also important here. The letters also contained instructions as to how the recipient should deal with the document so that it could have a positive effect for the user. The standard wording was as follows: ‘Get someone else to make a copy of this letter’. Different versions of this wording are rarer, such as this note: ‘Whoever reveals this letter to people will be well rewarded for it and leave this world cheerfully’.

Using the so-called Mount of Olives phrase, the letter evoked and formulated its own positive effect in many different variations and thus the real purpose of the protective spell (Fig. 4):


In the name of God the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit, amen. Just as Christ stood quietly in the Garden of Olives, so shall all rifles be silent. The person who carries this piece of writing on them will not be harmed by anything; God will protect (him) from thieves and murderers; nothing will (hurt) him; guns, swords and pistols – all guns must stop shooting, ... all thanks to the holy angel Michael; in the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, amen. God be with me! Whoever has this blessing with him will remain protected from danger [...]. Whoever has this letter on him shall not be captured, nor shall he be wounded by his enemy’s weapons: [...] he cannot be stabbed or shot, nor can his body be wounded, and his flesh and guts shall stay unharmed.

Furthermore, an imaginary owner of the letter in the text gave advice on how to convince doubters of its effectiveness and usefulness, for example by copying the letter and hanging it around a dog’s neck; any attempt to kill the dog would fail – proof of the document’s real power. In the final section, God (the ‘author’ and ‘writer’) listed the draconian forms of punishment that threatened all those who refused to comply with the instructions and requirements in the letter:

So that you may guard yourselves against sin, spend the holiday doing good things and live in fear of God, you will attain eternal happiness, but if you do not do this, I will punish you with fire, plagues, hunger and war, and with another form of punishment. I will set one king against another, a daughter against her mother, one lord against another, one brother against another, one sister against another, one city against another, and then I will draw My hand away from you because of your injustice, and I will seize you and then destroy you with thunder and lightning and send double-edged swords plunging down upon the Earth.

---

27 ISGV Dresden, NaAS/K50/M2/14. As the paratext shows, the letter originates from the German Erzgebirge (‘Ore Mountains’) c.1900.


Fig. 4a: ‘Haus- und Schutzbrief. Im Namen Gottes des Vaters und des Sohnes und des heiligen Geistes Amen. So wie Christus in Ölgarten stillstand sollen alle Gewehre stille stehen.’ (‘Letter of protection that includes the holder’s home. In the name of God the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit, amen. Just as Christ stood quietly in the Garden of Olives, so shall all rifles be silent.’). Paper, undated, IGVD Dresden, NaAS/K91/M1, recto.
Fig. 4b: ISGV Dresden, NaA5/K91/M1, verso.
The ideal sequence of textual elements presented here can only be found in this form in a few heavenly letters, however. The opposite is generally the case, actually: a review of both handwritten and early printed documents from past centuries found in the archives revealed that no two texts are alike and that the number of variations that exist in them is very high. According to Stübe, the archival copies could be classified according to their age on the basis of just this differing text structure. Starting from a ‘pure letter from Heaven’ of the Gredorian33 type serving as a kind of ‘original version’ and template which contained a text designed uniformly, he said the copyists had used different models and each turned them into new variants in the course of the centuries. The more recent the exemplars were, the more the original text had been expanded in the process of copying it. Most of all, changes were made to it and repetitions were created, which Stübe assumed to be an indication of ‘strong, uncontrolled and uncultivated growth of the text’.32 He came to the conclusion that modern letters of this kind from the nineteenth and twentieth century ‘unite different subjects and motifs in a way that is completely arbitrary’.33 In the following discussion, I will concentrate on the variety known as the Holstein type, which Stübe says had existed ever since 1791, the beginning of the revolutionary wars in France, and which had been widely used as ‘a heavenly letter for the World War’.34

Magical artefacts: cultural and codicological questions

In the following, my focus is not on the theological or philological, text-critical treatment of these artefacts, but rather on the question of the production and practical use of such ‘magical’ manuscripts, the protective power of which was highly controversial in the First World War. Contemporary critics regarded the fact that many of these letters had been found on the bodies of dead soldiers as remnants of an outdated Roman Catholic practice, viz. the use of heavenly letters: “Unpolitischer Tagesbericht” (‘apolitical daily report’) 1915; ‘Briefkasten (“letterbox”), Frage (“question”) 83’ 1916, ISGV Dresden, NaAS/K91/M1.35

The primary question, then, is what made people believe in the notion of letters having innate magical power and whether – or rather, how – this imaginary power was bound to the specific material nature of these documents. Based on a material-culture analysis of the artefacts, this study will combine codicological questions about the use, design and symbolic character of writing with an interpretive approach from cultural anthropology that looks at the perspectives of the various parties involved and their respective practices and interpretations. The different levels of historical knowledge production, which overlap in the material, must be considered in a differentiated way, however. One of these levels concerns the specific historical practice kept up by soldiers and their womenfolk in the context of the wars fought in the nineteenth and twentieth century. In this case, we need to ask questions about the respective social, cultural and institutional framework in which the manuscripts were produced and used as apotropaic aids. The second level refers to the rationalising strategies of interpretation and objectification of the second and third order with which scholars in the nineteenth and twentieth century classified and evaluated the historical existence and use of heavenly letters within existing time frames and their own disciplinary context.

31 The term ‘Gredoría’ comes from the official title of some of the letters, but it does not actually mean anything in any language. Some scholars speculate that it might have been a malapropism of the Latin term gloria (‘glory’, ‘praise’). See Figs 7, 8 and 13.
32 Stübe 1918, 10.
33 Stübe 1918, 5.
34 Stübe 1918, 10.
35 Modersohn 1915.
36 See Foerster 1915, Krickeberg 1915, Staby 1915 and Stübe 1917, among others. Also see the contemporary accounts in the newspapers regarding the use of heavenly letters: „Unpolitischer Tagesbericht“ (‘apolitical daily report’) 1915; ‘Briefkasten („letterbox”), Frage ("question") 83’ 1916, ISGV Dresden, NaAS/K91/M1.
venerating the saints, and thus as evidence of a misguided superstitious practice. On the other hand, we find the representatives of an early line of anthropological research who had their own agenda, parallel to the theologians; although they did not engage in the same kind of heated disputes as the theologians concerning the correct religious interpretation of such letters, they did regard the soldiers’ practices in the field from a scientific viewpoint as well, putting them down as ‘Soldatenaberglauben’ (‘soldier’s superstition’). Spamer (1883–1953), in contrast, viewed Bächtold’s German colleague, the anthropologist Adolf Spamer (1886–1941), for example, interpreted heavenly letters as proof of ‘a strange mixture of different faiths, in which ecclesiastical views intermingled with mystical, spiritualistic ideas and remnants of ancient folk religion’. They were regarded as a sign that archaic parts of ‘folk belief’ and the population’s ‘true character’ or ‘ethnic soul’ had survived into modernity, parts which were each reactivated as a specific form of popular religious belief under wartime conditions. Bächtold’s German colleague, the anthropologist Adolf Spamer (1883–1953), in contrast, viewed Himmelsbriefe much more rationally, saying they were ‘expressions of people’s lives [...] that the war keeps on spilling over towns and villages every day’. In his opinion, these documents ought to be collected systematically as evidence of what modern wartime life is like and provide future generations with information not only about the bloody part of the war, but about ‘the entire population’s spiritual life in terms of its feelings, thoughts and behaviour’.

Heavenly letters as part of manuscript cultures: their production, distribution and usage

Bearing all this in mind, it is expedient to adopt a critical view of the practice of collecting and assessing the value of heavenly letters in the past and present. We shall now turn to the magical manuscripts themselves, the main focus of this article. What is of particular interest here is their layout and the way the texts were designed, along with the connection between the materiality and the performative aspects of these pieces of writing, ‘addressing the agentive roles played by the text and the material of the written sign’. As well as examining the physical and material aspects of these historical artefacts, the social aspects of their materiality will also be looked at here to investigate ‘the necessity of studying the materiality of ancient texts in their physical and social contexts’, in a similar way to the archaeologists Joshua D. Englehardt and Dimitri Nakassis. What was the (professed) agency of these letters due to? Or rather, how was it actually produced? Under what conditions were these letters produced, by whom, and for whom? In what ways were they used? And how can the relationship between content, materiality and written form on the one hand and the presumed or hoped-for effect of the artefacts on the other be grasped in concrete terms? If all these different aspects are taken into account, then the question arises of whether (or rather, how) heavenly letters functioned as active components of a network of players, ideas and actions, a network in which ‘idea, behaviour and artefact’ were related to each other and were ‘co-dependent’.

Three aspects will be examined in more detail in the following section. The first one concerns the production of heavenly letters, or the ‘emergence of an artefact in the hand of the producer’. How meaningful is the handwriting that was used to the agency of the artefact? What role did handwriting play in a letter’s effectiveness? How exactly was the writing (or rather, copying) done? And what does the term copying actually mean in this case? How is the copying reflected in the text itself – in its wording, the patterns it contains and its layout, and is it possible to trace the process

---

37 Cf. Spamer 1915, 48f. See Bächtold 1917, 17–22 on letters of protection. Cf. the multi-part essay by an unknown author as well, which explicitly refers to literature on cultural anthropology, H. M. 1919 and Betil 1937.

38 Bächtold 1917, 2.

39 Spamer 1915, 3; see Kienitz and Müller 2020.

40 Spamer 1915, 51.

41 See Bryan Lowe’s talk, ‘Performing a Manuscript in the Ninth Century and Translating It in the Twenty-first: Methodological Reflections for Manuscript Studies’, at the conference Varieties and Patterns of Manuscripts in Medieval Japan, 21 22 August 2018, at the Centre for the Study of Manuscript Cultures, University of Hamburg.

42 Englehardt and Nakassis 2013, 10.

43 Englehardt and Nakassis 2013, 11.

44 Knappett 2002, 100.

in the manuscript? The second aspect is the distribution of such letters, meaning how the artefacts were embedded in social relationships, so it is concerned with the material side of social networks in a sense. What role do forms of human relationships such as kinship play? What role does the gender of the recipient and that of the letter-writer play in the making and use of a manuscript and the power attributed to it?

Thirdly, the actual usage (or ‘consumption’) of these written artefacts is addressed in view of the fact that they were believed to possess divine power by the parties involved, who all wished for protection. In what ways were the letters actually used? Are there any instructions on using them ‘correctly’ in the manuscripts themselves or were these discussed elsewhere? And where and how were the letters worn as amulets? As a look at the archival sources makes clear – both at the objects themselves and at the narratives about the respective ways in which they were worn – the active use of the letters clearly had an effect on the material of which they were made, especially the surface of it (Fig. 5). What we therefore also need to clarify is whether and how traces of their use and the aura and effect they have are connected and, in a further step, what role the scholarly forms of reception play in objectifying these interpretations.

Magical lettering: the connection between writing and magical power

It is helpful to consider theological and philological theories on the magical power of writing to address these questions. If one follows the argumentation of the Swiss theologian Alfred Bertholet (1868–1951), then the ‘Machtgeladenheit’ (‘power-chargedness’) or ‘Machthaltigkeit’ (‘innate power’) of writing is based on the idea of a numinous, divine authorship of these texts and on the ‘magical’ presence the characters have on the piece of paper. In addition, these properties are also based on the notion of the artefacts possessing a potentially miraculous agency. Initially, the social factor of having only limited access to reading and writing played an important role here. According to the Danish folklorist Bengt Holbek (1933–1992), it was primarily the illiterate part of the population that interpreted the process of writing as a kind of magical practice. As he argues, the ‘writing itself, the very letters, were seen as magical. The effect is not associated with the text of the writing, but with the writing as such’. The idea behind this was that the writer could also exercise power over the characters he produced himself: ‘What appears to me to be the most characteristic feature of the folklore about writing is that writing is interpreted as a physical act of power. […] a form of rhetoric, in which the being one wants to influence becomes physically bound to the medium one writes upon’. If one follows this line of argumentation, then the power of writing was not only founded in the ‘visual signs’ themselves, but was equally bound to the process of writing and the nature of the writing surface. As writing for everyday purposes became more popular, however, people gradually stopped attributing magical power to objects. In place of that, the notion of writing possessing magical power in the sense of ephesia grammata (mysticism surrounding letters) was transferred to combinations of letters that appear strange or incomprehensible.

Rudolf Stübe spoke of a Wortzauber (‘magic of words’) formed by ‘meaningless phrases, rows of letters, syllables, [and] complexes of sounds that have a magical effect’. The attribution of power and agency to writing was thus transferred ‘to some special writing because ordinary writing has lost its nimbus;
Ein Graf hatte einen Diener, den wollte er für seinen Vater K. E. H. das Haupt abschlagen lassen. Wie nun solches geschehen sollte, hatte der Scharfrichter nicht abschlagen können. (A count had a servant whose head he wanted to cut off for his father, K. E. H. When this was supposed to happen, the executioner was unable to cut it off). ISGV Dresden, NaAS/K70/M3/1, recto. According to documentation in the archive (ISGV Dresden, CSB, Himmelsbrief 119), the owner, who came from Ludwigslust, said he had carried the letter on him from WWI until 1966 and was sure nothing had happened to him because of it.
Fig. 5c: ISGV Dresden, NaAS/K70/M3/1, verso.
Production: the power of handwriting

First of all, a central aspect of this genre of manuscripts will be examined in terms of the letters’ production, namely the question of the link that exists between the production and distribution of heavenly letters and the agency ascribed to them, and what dynamics existed that influenced this relationship. According to the ‘fable about their origin’, as Vogt called it,57 the very existence of such letters was based on the idea of a handwritten copy (Fig. 6). Although the individual sections of heavenly letters vary, depending on what type of letters they are,58 one consistent feature of them that is important in all the surviving manuscripts is that they tell their own history, according to which each letter was written by Christ or God Himself and brought down to Earth by the Archangel Michael. The letters we are concerned with here mention different places and dates when people were first confronted with them in their ‘original’ form, which obviously relate to different wartime events as well. Legend has it that these divine appearances always took place in a church. The heavenly letter ‘hovered in the air’59 above the baptismal font, avoiding any attempts by those present to catch and possess it. Written in ‘golden characters’,60 it only turned to the person who wanted to copy it: ‘It moves away from anyone who wants to snap at it, but it tilts towards anyone who wants to copy it and then opens itself up’.61 As we can see here, the reproduction of the original version by the handwritten copy is already part of the legend about its creation, including the ‘fact’ that it may not be touched because of its divine origin.62 In the letter itself, it explicitly states that it should be copied and passed on to someone else as a result of any human encounter with it: ‘This letter shall be copied [and passed on] from person to person ...’, it said – a clear instruction by virtue of which the power of the protective magic associated with the artefact was meant to be preserved.

This wording only changed in later versions created in the nineteenth century, parallel to the emergence of mass production, and it was then amended as follows: ‘This letter shall be passed on from one person to another in written or printed form ...’.63 In this case, the variant of the handwritten copy is still mentioned as being a prerequisite for the recipient to be able to benefit from the letter’s divine power. But the reference to the letter being distributed as a printed version suggests that both possible forms of reproduction – handwriting and printing – were available at that time and were also taken into consideration in the instructions on how users should handle the original letter. A number of questions arise here concerning the change of media just mentioned, especially regarding the relationship between handwriting and printing, not to mention the validity of and power ascribed to the different versions.64 Did this transition from handwriting to printing only take place in one direction or did both variants continue to exist parallel to each other? In this case, we need to look for pointers as to whether a change from printing to handwriting was also possible after moving from handwriting to printing, or whether (and if so, how) these medial variants can be linked to the respective context in which the letters were used.

54 Holbek 1989, 192. The emphasis is in the original version.
56 Regarding the issue of whether God and His son can actually write, see Spener 1844 and Bertholet 1949, 10.
57 Vogt called this section the ‘fable about their origin’ (598) or the ‘fable of the heavenly provenance of the Sunday letter’. Vogt 1911, 586, 609–11.
58 See the accounts in Olbrich 1908, Abt 1909, Vogt 1911 and Stübe 1918 on the matter.
60 The note that the letter was written in ‘golden characters’ needs to be examined in more detail with regard to the meaning and use of golden characters in medieval Gospels, for instance. See Trost 1991. I would like to thank Bruno Reudenbach for this information.
61 Branky 1902, 150.
63 This example is from John 1900, 51.
64 See Benne 2015, 26–28.
Fig. 6a: ‘Brief von meinen Händen Geschrieben’ (‘Letter written by My own hand’). In German Kurrentschrift. ISGV Dresden, NaAS/K91/M1. Eight pages in all, here p. 1.
Fig. 6b: ISGV Dresden NaA5/K91/M1. The writer changed to Latin script to write the magic words ‘[I] Am Kestus, Bestus, Mornen, Sibusch, Muaenent, Jesus, Mary Joseph’ on p. 6.
The practice of copying letters: rules for making an authorised copy

What exactly did this copying look like, what conditions was it subject to and how did the copying affect the layout of the letters? The power of writing did not just catch people’s attention in a religious context, but in connection with magical words and phrases as well, which were particularly intriguing, it seems. According to contemporary experts on folklore and theology, the writing of magical words was a key factor in their power because spoken language was considered transitory and ephemeral. ‘If a magical effect is to last, then just saying the spell out loud is usually not enough; it has to be recorded, [i.e.] written down’, noticed the Wroclaw theologian Adolf Wuttke (1819–1870) in his standard work on current superstition among Germans, Der deutsche Volksaberglaube der Gegenwart.\(^{65}\) In a further step, Stübe compared the process of copying with the transferral of saints’ mortal remains or lending of relics in the Middle Ages, practices by which ‘the sphere of influence’ these artefacts had could be increased. In his interpretation, ‘distributing the letter by copying it [...]’ was ‘a form of “transmission” through which the power of the letter was to be increased’.\(^{66}\)

The copying and duplication of the original letter was thus part of the attribution of magical power to it in two respects. According to this logic, the owner of a heavenly letter was responsible for the agency of his copy himself and ought to carefully consider whom he gave it to for the purpose of copying it. Anyone who lent the letter to a person who quite obviously did not believe in its protective effect – such as a sceptical folklorist or a theologian who rejected the whole thing as mere superstition – ran the risk of his own ‘original copy’ losing its effect this way. If it turned out that the letter of protection did not work in the face of danger, then the bearer himself was to blame because of his attitude. The literature on folklore research provides a host of examples of this kind. The criminologist and folklorist Albert Hellwig (1880–1950), a lieutenant and member of an ammunition column, searched for heavenly letters during his stay in the field and reported in 1916 about an encounter he had had with two brothers who had each received such a letter from their mother.\(^{67}\) One of the brothers, the gunner Karl E., had reluctantly lent his own letter to Hellwig for him to copy it – ‘all the more so since I made no secret of the fact that I did not believe in its effectiveness’, Hellwig explained. Later, when Karl was seriously wounded despite him carrying his letter from Heaven around with him, both brothers had apparently interpreted the injury as punishment for lending the letter to someone who did not believe in its miracle power. Another explanation about the loss of its power that Hellwig recounted was that ‘a mistake had been made while copying the letter, which rendered the whole letter ineffective’.\(^{68}\) The folklorist Karl Olbrich (1865–1931), who served in the war as an officer, discovered that his boy did not even want to show him his heavenly letter: ‘But I can’t show you that!’ was always the response he got, from which Olbrich concluded that ‘the spell loses its power by being made known to others’.\(^{69}\)

According to the contemporary logic of those who used heavenly letters, then, copying was not just copying, but its performance and effectiveness were linked to the context and the writer’s intentions and legitimation (to him- or herself). The reason for feeling that a letter had lost its magical quality due to its unauthorised reproduction was the fact that the copyist’s intention of making a copy of it for scientific purposes was obviously believed to be likely to damage its aura. Collectors required precise copies of such letters to be made, but not because it was important to them to preserve the letter’s value as a magical ‘gift’ – on the contrary. The type of mechanical copying that was called for thus did not follow the instructions or use the set phrases formulated in the manuscript itself to lend it its magical power. As we can argue here with reference to Alfred Gell, the lack of miraculous power in this case was due to the fact that the purely technical character of a copy made for reference purposes was not the same as authentication, i.e. the simultaneous transferral of meaning to the newly created manuscript in the sense of iconicity.\(^{70}\) Here it becomes clear that there were different categories of authenticity and that those who used the letters had to differentiate exactly and decide who was entitled to copy the letter in such a way that not only a technical copy of it was created, but a copy that could become an effective original

\(^{65}\) Wuttke 1869, 166. See Nemec 1976, 99–104 as well.

\(^{66}\) Stübe 1918, 43.

\(^{67}\) Hellwig 1916, 47ff.
itself. In order to produce such power and create ‘authorised copies’,\(^{71}\) the intention behind the process of copying had to be one that re-authenticated the letter in handwriting terms by believing in it and distinguished it in its function as a ‘divine gift’ from a mere copy made for its own sake.

**Samples of writing and writing skills**

As many of the archived examples of heavenly letters show, the writing skills of their authors varied considerably. If the artefacts are judged according to codicological and palaeographical criteria, then certain letters such as the one handed over to the Museum of Hessain History in Kassel in 1928 exhibit a high degree of skill at writing (Fig. 3). This particular letter, which is apparently from Hamelin and was penned in 1790, is a ‘true copy of the letter which God wrote in golden letters with His own hand and sent to us through his holy angel Michael ...’\(^{72}\) This is evident from the regular handwriting, which is clearly legible, the regularity of the line spacing, the low number of mistakes and corrections it contains and the regular page layout. The fluent use of German *Kurrentschrift* (a style of cursive handwriting once used in Germany) also indicates that the author was an experienced writer. The ornamentation of the capital letters in the title line indicates that the writer was familiar with official writing and probably worked in an office, which is additionally confirmed by the reclaimantes, i. e. by the way in which the handwriting runs from one page to the next (as in an official document) and it always runs up to the margin, but no further.

The folkloristic collectors also recorded and commented on the writers’ (lack of) skills in very clear terms. Albrecht Dieterich, a philologist and religious scholar (1866–1908), found that a ‘most awkward hand’ had been at work in the writer, (lack of) skills in very clear terms. Albrecht Dieterich, a philologist and religious scholar (1866–1908), found that a ‘most awkward hand’ had been at work in the writer, whom he examined.\(^{73}\) Karl Olbrich, a German officer posted to the front who collected a large number of such letters, believed he could even tell how quickly the author of a letter had written it from its appearance; he noted ‘what painstaking care’ the copyists had taken to reproduce them slowly, letter by letter, word by word.\(^{74}\) The original *Himmelsbriefe* from Adolf Spamer’s collection in Dresden also show a lack of routine in writing and presenting texts, as their layout and handwriting reveal.\(^{75}\)

In addition, however, the differences between an original from a soldier’s possessions and a copy made for scientific purposes are clearly apparent in the artefacts themselves. On the one hand, there are obvious traces of use, which shall be discussed in more detail in a moment. On the other hand, the letters that were actually used as amulets were mostly designed without any margin, as if the front and back of the unlined paper had to be filled up right to the edge of the page. The writing is clumsy and the lines are not spaced apart evenly; some of them even overlap. The fact that many of these texts contain insertions and corrections suggests that the copy was made in a hurry or the content was actually dictated to the writer and that little attention could be paid to writing perfectly or even carefully to transfer the contents of one original letter to another one.\(^{76}\)

**Copyists’ mistakes: ‘slips of the pen’\(^{77}\) and ‘inventive arbitrariness’\(^{78}\)**

Only when these letters are transcribed carefully does it become clear that the process of copying a text – which was partly meant to recreate originality – was often nothing more than a mechanical exercise. The copies were obviously intended for personal use and meant to be magical, and the way they were organised was rather disorderly. Even contemporary experts assumed that this could have been a case of ‘fleeting and thoughtless copying [...] by untrained hands’\(^{79}\) since the writer obviously lacked a deeper understanding of the subject matter. Apart from the malapropism of individual terms, this was indicated by omissions of words. There are cases, though, where parts of sentences or even whole paragraphs have been copied twice, which Olbrich reckons must either have been due to lack of attention or the idea of two passages being better
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71 Wienker-Piepho 2000, 324f.

72 Museum of Hessian History in Kassel, Volkskundesammlung (Ethnographic Collection), 74 A 4, inv. no. 1928/176. The year 1790 is not mentioned in the letter itself, so this information probably comes from when it was first documented and possibly refers to the year the letter was created.

73 Dieterich 1901, 10.

74 Olbrich 1917, 145.

75 See ‘Ein Graf hatte einen Diener’ (‘A count had a servant’). ISGV Dresden, NaAS/K70/M3/1 (Fig. 4).

76 Bertholet, however, refers to the duty a writer has towards the written text and to ‘the emphasis placed on [producing] the most accurate version of the written text possible if it is to have full effect’; see Bertholet 1949, 32.

77 See Dieterich 1901, 10.

78 See Wuttke 1869, 168.

79 Olbrich 1897, 91.
than just one, making the magic stronger.\textsuperscript{80} However, certain slips of the pen suggest that the spelling mistakes could have been due to a dialect or unclear pronunciation, which would mean that the texts may have been written down from memory and in the copyist’s own dialect or dictated (this would explain mistakes like ‘Gereina’/ ‘St. Gemeine’ instead of ‘St. Germain’, ‘Mademburg in Prussia’ instead of ‘Magdeburg’;\textsuperscript{81} ‘Preisen’ instead of ‘Preußen’ [Prussia], ‘Perlen’ instead of ‘Berlin’ and ‘Rosentenz’ instead of ‘Residenz’).\textsuperscript{82} Julius Jordan, a vicar from Warendorf who received a copy of a heavenly letter from a dying craftsman while working as a hospital chaplain, interpreted exactly this kind of mistake as the result of a long-term copying process and thus as a phenomenon to do with perception: ‘The numerous variants, which are certainly more than just spontaneous spelling mistakes, really are characteristic witnesses of a long journey from one hand to the next.’\textsuperscript{83} However, there are also indications that these could be deliberate regional adaptations that were intended to authenticate the ‘fable of origin’ by naming familiar sites and significant dates of military campaigns and wartime events in the region (e.g. ‘found in Rendsburg’, ‘found in Magdeburg’ or ‘found in Berlin’).\textsuperscript{84} In many cases, though, the place names mentioned were simply made up (‘Rödergau’, ‘Rudena’, ‘Redamu’, ‘Wanda’ and countless others). The fact that a copyist was inexperienced in writing down the words of a text he read or had read out to him on a blank sheet of paper and occasionally failed to understand the meaning of the sentence either is shown by mistakes like ‘Goldstein’ instead of ‘Holstein’, ‘kann nicht gehangen werden’ instead of ‘kann nicht gefunden werden’, ‘Ölgraben’ instead of ‘Ölgarten’ and ‘Tägen’ rather than ‘Degen’ or ‘Segen’.\textsuperscript{85} This equally applies to the adoption of terms that were spelt correctly, but did not make sense at that particular point in the text. In another case, the intended haemostatic effect of a letter from Heaven we see in the words ‘wenn einem die Nase blutet’ (‘if one’s nose bleeds’) got changed to the more ominous ‘wen einem die Strafe blutet’ (‘whoever awaits punishment’), possibly because the capital letter N could also be read as $St$ in German cursive script at the time.\textsuperscript{86}

While many of the folkloristic collectors and reporters tacitly corrected these apparent errors when the transcribed copies were being published in order to present a coherent, well-written text, in 1901 Dieterich specifically addressed ‘slips of the pen’ he had identified himself and by doing so made readers aware that he had adapted the original himself to make it more understandable for them. In one letter from Heaven that he had a copy of, for example, it originally said that the letter ‘über der Tanche flätig strebte’, which is utter nonsense; in Dieterich’s opinion, though, it ought to have said ‘über der Taufe … schwebte’, which means ‘hovered over the baptismal font’. Nonetheless, Dieterich had to admit that some of the passages in the text had remained a mystery to him, however: ‘was sich in flätig verbirgt, kann ich nicht sagen’ (‘I can’t say what flätig is supposed to mean’).\textsuperscript{87}

Both the manuscript examples and the comments in them suggest that the reason why those who wrote the letters replaced terms with others was mainly because they did not understand the content; they changed words with which they were not familiar or which they simply were unable to decipher in the handwritten pattern of text. By doing this, they altered the content, creating new elements, some of which were mysterious, incomprehensible words that reinforced the numinous character of the text for contemporary recipients in the course of further copying and distribution.\textsuperscript{88} In one case, for example, a writer had modified the passage about the baptismal font, turning it into something that sounded miraculous: ‘über Tausende zu Statagami’ (literally, ‘about thousands to statagami’). Another writer added meaningless ‘magical’ words to it and used Latin script to mark the magic in them: ‘Bin Kestus, Bestus, Mornen, Sibusch, Muauenent. Jesus, Maria Joseph’ (literally, ‘[I] am Kestus, Bestus, Mornen, Sibush, Muaenent.

\textsuperscript{80} Olbrich 1897, 91. In a version of the text from 1908, Olbrich goes into more detail about the crude compilation of the text ‘according to the principle of “two is better than one”’. One of the letters he examined could therefore ‘serve as a textbook example of how our compiled letters of protection might have come into being in the first place’; see Olbrich 1908, 48.
\textsuperscript{81} Dietrich 1911, 248.
\textsuperscript{82} References to slips of the pen and misreadings can particularly be found in Vogt 1911, 609f. Kirchner called for the texts to be read out loud, as he presumed ‘one will realise what sense is hidden in the nonsense if one surrenders [sic!] to the sound of the phonetics and not to their written form’; Kirchner 1908, 21.
\textsuperscript{83} Jordon 1908, 335.
\textsuperscript{84} See Köhler 1898, 117 on this point; he developed the thesis that one ‘adapts the place where [the heavenly letter] was found to the place where it is needed so as to sanctify it’.
\textsuperscript{85} See Vogt 1911, 618 regarding these examples.
\textsuperscript{86} See the commentary in Schütze 1912, 345, 352 on this point.
\textsuperscript{87} Dieterich 1901, 10.
\textsuperscript{88} Bertholet 1949, 34–36.
Fig. 7: ‘Himmels-Brief, welcher mit goldenen Buchstaben geschrieben, und zu sehen ist in der Michaelis-Kirche zu St. German.’ (‘Heavenly letter which is written in golden characters and can be seen in Michaelis Church in St German.’) Dated to c. 1800, paper, 42 x 34 cm, woodcut, stencil colouring, letterpress printing, collection at the Museum of European Cultures (MEK), Berlin.
Fig. 8: ‘Himmelsbrief genannt Gredoria’ (‘Letter to Heaven called “Gredoria”’). Picture sheet no. 202, Gustav Kühn, Neuruppin, Picture-sheet no. 202, c.1880, 39.5 x 32 cm, collection at the Museum of European Cultures (MEK), Berlin.
Fig. 9: ‘Copia oder Abschrift des Himmelsbrieß’ (‘Copy or transcript of the letter from heaven’). Dated Köln (Cologne) 1802, paper, woodcut, 44,1 x 37,5 cm, letterpress printing. TVKM 27637, Tiroler Landesmuseen, Volkskunstmuseum, Innsbruck, Austria.
1951) therefore also assumed that the protective letters that soldiers carried on them in the twentieth century ‘should not be regarded as a direct continuation of seventeenth-century letters’, but were ‘essentially new entities’ that had been re-assembled, supplemented and transformed on the basis of different templates. In Englehardt and Nakassis’ view, misunderstanding the original like this ‘created gaps or contingencies that necessitated textual innovation to preserve the coherence of the text as a complex whole’. In cases of this kind, they state, ‘copying then means producing new meaning’. So the process of copying documents did not automatically preserve their contents and pass them on to others. In his own analysis, the medieval historian Walther H. Vogt (1878–1951) therefore also assumed that the protective letters that soldiers carried on them in the twentieth century ‘should not be regarded as a direct continuation of seventeenth-century letters’, but were ‘essentially new entities’ that had been re-assembled, supplemented and transformed on the basis of different templates. He explained the incomprehensibility of texts with the thesis that the phenomenon was now in its final stage, in the process of ‘constant deterioration’.

The oral and handwritten processes of passing on the contents of such manuscripts outlined here, which were characterised by the development or lack of both reading and writing skills, indicate that the result of producing texts of this kind was by no means stable and lasting, but transitory and constantly changing. This is why it is necessary ‘to see writing not as an artefact that once invented remains stable but as an
ongoing process’, as Englehardt and Nakassis notice. Like Korff, one could also speak of a ‘religious bricolage’ here. What this refers to is ‘the “tinkering” combination of different styles of thinking and forms of practice, the linking of ritual pictorial traditions (use of amulets and talismans) to modern technology, the juxtaposition and interweaving of para-psychological forms of knowledge and those handed down in regional cultures’, all of which should be counted as ‘ways of processing wartime reality’.

It was not until mass printing was established on an industrial scale – from the middle of the nineteenth century onwards – that conditions for (re)producing heavenly letters stabilised and faulty copying was largely prevented from happening. Walther Vogt’s hypothesis was based on this fact – that it was the transition to printing and mass production that had a homogenising effect on the contents of letters of this type. Above all, however, he said that the possibilities of individually adapting the content that were still available in handwritten manuscripts had thus been eliminated, just like any dialectal or regional ‘peculiarities’. Even so, the question yet to be clarified here is what kind of relationship existed between technical reproduction and the handwritten manuscript, or rather, which artefact the user ultimately ascribed greater power to.

Distribution: heavenly letters and the material nature of social structure

This second part of my article is concerned with the embedding of heavenly letters in the respective contemporary forms of social relations and the question of whether and how such letters reflected the materiality of the social element at the same time. What role did social relationships such as friendship and kinship play, and what role did the gender of the recipient and the producer play in the creation, power

\[94\] Englehardt and Nakassis 2013, 8.
\[95\] Korff 2006, 12.
Fig. 11a: ‘Himmel Brev!’ (‘Heavenly Letter!’). Dated 7 April 1813, Trøndelag Folk Museum, Trondheim, Norway, p. 1.
Fig. 11b: ‘Himmel Brev!’ (‘Heavenly Letter!’). Dated 7 April 1813, Trøndelag Folk Museum, Trondheim, Norway, p. 2.
French while he was visiting Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris in 1870. The fact that she had asked him beforehand whether he spoke any French indicates that the bearers assumed that the amulet not only had to be worn, but actually read as well in order to be effective.98

The above example makes it clear that these letters were not only the result of existing relationships and served to strengthen them, but they also established relationships themselves. If, like Marcel Mauss, one interprets a letter from Heaven as a specific type of gift, then this process also refers to the ‘inherently material nature of social structure’.99 It is precisely this form of circulation – from person to person – that makes the social dimension of these manuscripts visible. In other words, the circulation of these material objects was part of the social dimension of writing.

This raises many questions that can hardly be clarified in detail here, since although the objects themselves have been handed down, the individuals who passed them on and their specific strategies and reasons for doing so are hard to identify. So the question of what rules applied here or how ritualised these actions were – how a person got access to a letter, who actually wrote the letters and put them in envelopes, who handed them over, sent them off or sewed them into uniform jackets, and when – is likely to remain unresolved.100 The Hessian folklorist Carl Heßler, however, provided us with a number of details about the actual production conditions and the materials used:


and actual use of the manuscript? If the recipient ever had to make use of the instructions formulated in a letter, then one of the central provisions applied, namely to pass the letter on to someone else as a template for the next copy and thus to share the ‘secret’ knowledge about its protective magic with others. The only prerequisite for this was that all those involved tacitly believed in its power. The second important point to note was that the letter was meant to be circulated as a copy and passed into the cycle of social relations. Consequently, these letters were transferred on a face-to-face basis, i.e. personally and by actual contact, both in connection with emotionally close forms of relationships (kinship and love relationships) and as ‘valuable gifts’ to friends.97 We even know of an actual case in which one person gave a heavenly letter to his ‘enemy’: in his war diaries, Friedrich von Frankenber-Ludwigsdorf described his initial mistrust when an old woman had secretly given him a letter of protection in

98 Frankenberg 1870, 191.
99 Englehardt and Nakassis 2013, 6.
100 See the example from the Second World War: Maximilian Schels, ‘Der Himmelsbrief: Die Geschichte von Johann Pirzer’: ‘An old woman from the village gave his mother a piece of paper, which she sewed into the breast pocket of his new uniform’; <http://www.meihern.de/html/body_der_himmelsbrief.html> (28 November 2022).
101 Heßler 1904, 534. See the picture of a small bag of this kind on p. 104 and in Moritz 2014, 52.
They are carried in small bags made of grey linen and worn on one’s bare chest. Grey thread must be used to sew the bag and the thread must be long enough for a knot to be unnecessary. One is not allowed to say a word while all the work is being done. The ribbon wrapped around the neck to carry the bag must also be grey in colour.

In this description, we can again see that the folklorist collectors themselves were actively involved in the production and presentation of forms of folk magic and superstition. Korff says that the folklorist ‘expert’ always acted like a kind of mythomoteur in this case. Here, as in many other places, it is hardly possible to distinguish between what was handed-down factual knowledge and what, in turn, was the folkloristic reinterpretation of an everyday action as a practice interpreted as being ‘magical’.

This is also the case with regard to contemporary studies according to which gender – as a relational reference system – controlled the way in which people dealt with heavenly letters and their character as gifts. Based on the reports available to him and his own observations, Olbrich assumed that a letter of this kind was meant to be handed over to the recipient by someone of the opposite sex, which usually meant that women copied it for the men who were related to them. This observation that those who handed over such letters ‘were always women’ then led to the assumption that women were predestined or even obliged to copy and pass them on because of their own gender. According to Olbrich, this act could be ‘explained by the loving woman, who is more inclined to believe in the supernatural and would [therefore] like to give an amulet to the man going off to war’. Ultimately, almost every (male) author repeated the theory that ‘weak, hysterical women’ were more susceptible to superstition than men, which is exactly why the female sex was the author of texts and procurer of gifts – as Otto Herpel, a village priest in Hessia, wrote in 1916, ‘die Weiber sind’s – ob “fromm” oder “ungläubig” – die den Brief mit heißen Köpfen abschreiben’ (‘it’s worked-up women who make copies of the letter, regardless of whether they are “devout” or “disbelievers”’). These observations are probably responsible for normative instructions appearing, according to which a heavenly letter would only become magical if it was written by a member of the opposite sex.

These examples seem to confirm the theory that social relations materialised in these manuscripts. A host of questions arise here nonetheless, both regarding the social reference spaces in which these gender stereotypes prevailed and regarding writing traditions which assumed a normative character themselves, especially in the context of war and threats, and in turn were influential enough to make social behaviour take place. Essentially, family relationships and dependencies were at the heart of this behaviour, such as women’s concern about the war making them widows or having to bring up their children alone without a male breadwinner to help. Hellwig, reporting on his folkloristic research at the war front, reflected on the positions that married and unmarried combatants were in. He also mentioned the situation of women at home and the threat that war posed to them as a specific starting point for magical practices:

Günstig für den Aberglauben ist eigentlich nur, daß die meisten von uns Weib und Kind zu Hause haben, daß sie infolgedessen den Kriegsgefahren doch nicht so unbefangen und verhältnismäßig gleichgültig gegenüberstehen wie die jungen unverheirateten Burschen und daß sie auch, bald mehr, bald minder, unter dem Einfluß ihrer Frauen stehen, die ja dem Aberglauben gegenüber im allgemeinen recht zugänglich zu sein pflegen und auch das größte Interesse daran haben, daß ihr Mann, der Vater ihrer Kinder, gesund und unverletzt heimkehrt.

The only thing favourable for superstition, really, is that most of us have wives and children at home, so they are not as impartial and indifferent to the dangers of war as the young unmarried lads are and they are influenced by their wives to a varying extent – women who seem to be quite open to superstition, generally, and are particularly interested in
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102 See Korff 1996 on the role of lay folklorists and experts as mythomoteurs in the creation of ideas and symbols in folk culture. Regarding the term itself, see Smith 1986, 15.

103 Olbrich 1897, 91.

104 Olbrich 1917, 143. Klapper 1925, 244: ‘The following letter of protection was written by a woman on a quarto sheet of paper which was folded lengthwise three times and crosswise four times and [obviously] carried around a great deal’.

105 Olbrich 1897, 91.

106 See Hellwig 1916, 47.

107 Herpel 1916, 34f.

108 Hellwig 1916, 24.
Fig. 12a: ‘Copie af dette Breff’ (‘Copy of this Letter’). Dated 1604, National Library of Norway, Ms. fol. 3877, recto.
their husband – the father of their children – returning home healthy and unharmed.

The type of social relationship that existed thus preceded the production of the letters. It could be confirmed by handing the artefacts over, however, or it could be displayed openly by all the participants. The process of copying a letter by hand was an unusual form of private writing in itself, especially for women in a social class where education had little value, so it was a particularly meaningful act with which the writer made her mark in the recipient’s life as well by virtue of her own handwriting.\textsuperscript{109}

This is yet another example of the social dimension that manuscripts possess: the social relationship materialises in the manuscript because a direct connection is created between the writer and the recipient of the letter. One of the few cases in which this material form of reassurance can be seen in a specific relationship is the story of the factory worker Ernst Friedrich Heller and his wife Minna from Trusen in Thuringia.\textsuperscript{110} When her husband died in a military hospital in 1916 after being injured by shrapnel and losing a leg, she became a widow – at the age of 29 and with three young children to look after (four by the end of the war). She received her husband’s personal effects, including the ‘letter from Heaven’ she had given him in a little, hand-sewn bag like almost all of the women in the village, apparently, copied from another letter (Fig. 10).\textsuperscript{111} In the family history, it says that Minna had looked after her husband’s letter ‘as if it were a relic’ in the years that followed.

The letters were also passed down from one male to the next within the family. Their circulation was therefore also subject to the generational principle, by means of which the effect and effectiveness of the manuscript were proven or invoked: if the father, grandfather or even the great-grandfather had gone to war with a heavenly letter on him and had survived the ordeal, then it was thought that the son, grandson or great-grandson would also benefit from its proven power.\textsuperscript{112} In this case, too, it was usually a female member of the family who passed it on to the next male in the family who was drafted for military service. So not only did women copy the letters, they also kept them and were responsible for their proper safekeeping and transmission. In his last letter to his mother, Max Immelmann, the famous German WWI fighter pilot, confirmed that he had received her letter and its special contents:


\textsuperscript{109} Cf. Englehardt and Nakassis 2013.

\textsuperscript{110} Moritz 2014.

\textsuperscript{111} Moritz 2014, 54. In this book, Moritz reconstructs the life history of her great-grandfather on her mother’s side on the basis of archives and letters. I am grateful to Marina Moritz for her support.

\textsuperscript{112} See the copy of the accompanying letter with which a woman by the name of Geiger had lent her son’s headmaster a heavenly letter that he had asked to copy. She pointed out that the original letter had not only helped her husband survive the war, but it had saved other men’s lives as well. Here is the English translation: ‘Headmaster, my husband has been out there ever since the beginning of the war, & has often been in danger, & has always managed to get out of it with God’s help, & like me, my husband says it’s because of the letter, & the gentlemen I have given the letter to are still alive. This letter has already been carried around in 4 campaigns, & all those who carried it on them have come back again. But you really do have to believe in the letter.’ ISGV Dresden, NaAS/K91/M1.

\textsuperscript{113} Immelmann 1916, 127.
So, I should always carry this letter on me, should I? If I did that with every flower that was meant to bring me luck, every four-leaf clover and suchlike, then I’d always have a little flower garden with me. To be fair, I’d have to have all the rosaries, crucifixes and other talismans I’ve been sent on me, too. There are just too many young girls around who have such apt ideas – I’m sure they’re all very sensitive young ladies. One thing is for certain: all these wishes are well meant, and I’m pleased about that as I’ve got so many.

Immelmann’s example shows us that the recipients of such letters often responded rather reservedly to these magical gifts. In letters they sent to their families, many soldiers said that they were only carrying the heavenly letter they had been given for the sake of their relatives, which led Hellwig, an enlightened folklorist, to the conclusion that not everything that appeared to be superstitious to outsiders was actually evidence of superstitious practices. This interpretation can also be understood as an attempt to free male recipients from the suspicion of being superstitious and to attribute full responsibility for the letter to the female members of their family, as Hellwig argued that the amulet itself ‘is not proof of the wearer being superstitious, but of the person for whom the amulet is being worn’. If one takes a closer look at the material state of the artefacts, however, the question is how distanced rationality that is interpreted as being masculine could be reconciled with the traces of wear on such letters and thus with the intensity of these pious practices.

Consumption: aura and effect

The final part of my article will therefore focus on the aspect of consumption and thus on practical use of heavenly letters. Once again, the question is to what extent the power ascribed to these artefacts was doubly justified by their materiality, or rather, how far usage of the manuscripts altered their materiality so that the notion of them possessing some sort of magical power can be interpreted as the result of their aesthetic reception. A key feature of the strategies for using heavenly letters is the practice of wearing them since, as the examples show, they had to be acquired and worn in a particular way. The proximity of the magical object to the body proves to be important in this context.

The fact that these magical manuscripts always exerted a certain fascination is also evident from the collectors’ descriptions. While theologians were rather harsh and derogatory in their judgement, it is clear from the almost emotional reactions shown by folklorist researchers that they were impressed by the auratic effect of the objects. The anthropologist Karl Wehrhan (1871–1939), teacher and co-publisher of the Zeitschrift des Vereins für Rheinische und Westfälische Volkskunde (‘journal of the association for Rhenish and Westphalian ethnography’), is cited here as representative of many others: ‘Before me lies a letter of protection written on a sheet of paper the size of a small letter. The handwriting is fairly legible, but rather hesitant; three and a half pages are densely filled’. What he found particularly striking was the ‘number of errors it contains, a sign of the agitation and haste with which it was copied; it was most likely produced in the eleventh hour before departing for the battlefield’. The letter was dated to the ‘historically momentous day of 1 August 1914, when the Great War broke out’, and hence to that point in time when ‘all superstitious beliefs were reawakened as if from the darkness of the grave and rose towards the light in brilliant vibrancy’. It could be seen from the state of the letter that it had then wandered into the battlefield as well. Creased or folded together four times to fit into a wallet or probably a purse or neck pouch, the creases bear the tracks of time, tears and holes; sweat has made it brittle, and it disintegrates like cinder in some places if handled roughly.

It is these obvious signs of wear and tear that make it possible to reconstruct the difference between copies produced for research purposes and ‘originals’ carried in the war. This included the folding, since the initial size of the paper used...
to write on could not be conveniently transported.\textsuperscript{116} Wuttke also elaborated on the external appearance of these ‘written amulets’. According to his description, the objects examined by him were mostly ‘quartos, folded four to eight times and tucked into a canvas cover; some are whole books stitched together to form octaves or half-octaves, some are folios, folded together like letters, some are strips of paper the width of a finger, but long, rolled up to the size of a bean, featuring small writing that is almost illegible’.\textsuperscript{117} Cultural historian Joseph Klapper (1880–1967) cited two examples of fifteenth-century manuscripts he had found in the State and University Library of Breslau (Wrocław). He saw the creases as an indication that one of the manuscripts ‘had once been folded three times, hence worn for protection’. The other one had been used to line the inside of the two wooden covers of a manuscript. It was also clearly written ‘on a sheet of paper at one point folded four times width-wise and once height-wise’, which had later been cut.\textsuperscript{118} A legal expert concerned with the subject of superstition in the context of crime-solving described the materiality of a heavenly letter studied by him in some detail:

Bezeichnend ist, daß das auf einen ganzen Bogen geschriebene Schriftstück so klein zusammengefasst war, daß es in einen Brustbeutel ging, wie ihn z.B. Soldaten tragen. Es ist offenbar viel benutzt und lange herumgeschleppt, denn es ist in den Kniffen vielfach schon ausgebrochen und unleserlich geworden.\textsuperscript{119}

It is significant that the document written on a whole sheet was folded up so small that it fitted into a neck pouch like those worn by soldiers. It has obviously been well used and carried around a lot, for it has several tears along the creases where it is now illegible.

One of the principal reasons for identifying and classifying this document as an original, apart from the handwriting and the paper, was the manner in which it was folded. This allowed the experts to conclude that the manuscript had been packed in a small pouch or ‘carefully wrapped in paper upon the chest, as an amulet, as it were’\textsuperscript{120} or ‘upon the bare heart’\textsuperscript{121} and thus carried as a letter of protection or blessing.\textsuperscript{122} Based on how they were folded and their covers, the cultural anthropologist Lenz Kriss-Rettenbeck (1923–2005) identified these manuscripts as phylacteries, i.e. small slips of paper inscribed with salvific passages which have been traced back to the second century CE and were also prevalent in a Christian context.\textsuperscript{123} Despite the use of Christian symbols and texts, these documents were controversial in the eyes of the Church and were repeatedly banned as evidence of a ‘pagan’ belief in the power of amulets. According to Kriss-Rettenbeck, the custom of carrying amulets for protection against war, weather and disease became established in Europe from the seventeenth century onwards and was particularly popular in Protestant circles. Instructions on how phylacteries should be worn were a key characteristic of these amulets. In order to be effective, heavenly letters had to be worn on the body, specifically ‘directly on the body, on the chest, on the navel’,\textsuperscript{124} a practice which had an impact on their physical condition due to the contact with the bearer’s skin and the hygiene conditions typical of the time and context. According to the experts, the ‘fissures and the dark colouring of part of the back page’ found in numerous exemplars were a clear sign that they really had been ‘worn upon the bare chest’.\textsuperscript{125}

The Thuringian theologian Victor Kirchner also referred to the external traces visible on the objects in the following analysis:

Vor mir liegt Brief B. Daß er vergilbt, beschmutzt und zerrissen ist trotz des starken dabei verwendeten Papiers, ist gewiß auch das Zeichen hohen Alters. Der eigentliche Grund aber ist ein anderer, man hat wirklich ihm gegenüber befoglt,

\textsuperscript{116} The folds are also found in printed exemplars and are an indication that these artefacts were also worn on the body as amulets. Cf. single-leaf print from Göttingen, 1720, which has clear traces of four folds on the back page. The inner pages are lighter in colour than the last two outer pages and are also soiled from wear. (Fig. 13; see also Figs 7 and 9).

\textsuperscript{117} Wuttke 1869, 170.

\textsuperscript{118} Klapper 1929, 136f. Klapper refers to data from two manuscripts, Hs. IV F 13 and Hs. I F 644, which were accessible in the State and University Library of Breslau (Wrocław) at the time of their publication.

\textsuperscript{119} Schütze 1912, 351.

\textsuperscript{120} Jordan 1908, 334.

\textsuperscript{121} Herpel 1916, 35f.

\textsuperscript{122} Schnerring 1915; Wuttke 1869, 166 also cites the instruction: ‘The letter must always be carried on one’s person’.

\textsuperscript{123} Kriss-Rettenbeck 1963, 34–36.

\textsuperscript{124} Wuttke 1869, 166.

\textsuperscript{125} Seyfarth 1913, 143.
Fig. 13a: ‘Himmels-Brief welcher mit güldenen Buchstaben, geschrieben und ist zu sehen in der Michaelis Kirche zu St. German, wird genannt Gegoria, allwo der Brief über der Taufe schwebt’ (‘Heavenly letter which is written in golden letters, named Gegoria and can be seen in the Michael’s Church of St German, wherever the letter hovers over the baptismal font’). Dated 1720, Niedersächsische Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek, DD97 D 1, recto.
As an obvious consequence of the practice of wearing the letters, ‘consumption traces’ were identified which altered the surface texture and the material: ‘(S)urfaces of the object receive physical imprints or traces from the activities in which they are caught up’. Knappett speaks here of a ‘patina of experience, of accumulated knowledge’ which becomes inscribed in the object through practical use, resulting not only from the proximity to the body and continuous wearing, but also from passing down the objects through the generations from one user to another. In other words, the physical substance could also embody ‘age, influence and something like “wisdom”’. These signs of use thus became the object of an aesthetic reception in their own right and changed the meaning of the artefact and the power ascribed to it. Olbrich confirmed this hypothesis on the basis of his personal observations:

Besondere Wertschätzung genießen die alten, vergilbten, schweißdurchtränkten Briefe, welche bereits in früheren Kriegen getragen wurden und ihre Kraft schon wiederholt bewährt hatten.

The old, yellowed letters, soaked in sweat, which were already worn in earlier wars and had repeatedly proven their power, are held in particularly high regard.

Art historian Friedbert Ficker (1927–2007) also reported that his father had kept his handwritten exemplar of a heavenly letter in his Soldbuch (pay book) and that it showed signs of intensive use: ‘The paper is worn through along the folds in some places, and the upper edge has been damaged by a number of small tears. The impact of moisture has also left its mark and the legibility of the writing has been partly compromised due to the smudging of the brown ink’.

Even as an academic in the twenty-first century, Ficker was obviously not entirely able to avoid interpreting the magical power of the object, whose history had only been disclosed to him by his mother. The concluding comment on his find among the many objects left by

—

130 Olbrich 1917, 143.
131 Ficker 2007, 193.
Tollkühnheit und rücksichtslosem Draufgängertum mag seine Wurzeln im Wahnglauben haben.134

proved to be a very effective antidote to the fear of death and must therefore be booked as a psychological factor: dread and fear of death had been completely divested of their power in the minds of the faithful, and some traditional traits of valour and contempt of death, of recklessness and careless bravado may have their roots in delusion.

If men were made more courageous by these magical aids, according to the unanimous opinion of contemporary observers, they should by all means use them.135 This approach was validated by Hans-Joachim Buddecke (1890–1918), among others – a highly decorated German fighter pilot who confessed to following superstitious practices despite his deep faith in God:

Finally, it should be mentioned that the wearer of the letter of protection was called up in 1939 and survived the whole of the war uninjured although he was a soldier. During the battle with the Americans in the Spring of 1945, a piece of shrapnel approximately 20 cm in length shredded the coat over his chest, without causing injury, and severed the stomach of his company commander crouched next to him, with a fatal outcome.

Concluding thoughts

The specific examples from just two centuries indicate that while the production of these ‘magical’ manuscripts was subject to certain rules and interpretive patterns, as was the way in which they were used and perceived, they were still handled individually and tailored to subjective religious practices which existed in parallel with belief systems shaped by the Church. This was definitely linked to a certain pragmatism which labelled heavenly letters as nonsense and superstition from various angles, but also recognised their value in an emergency and thereby accepted them as ‘useful fiction’.133 With regard to the experiences of the First World War, the use of heavenly letters to boost the morale of the troops was even viewed in a positive light. The impression was that the faith in such manuscripts

... hat sich] als ein sehr wirksames Gegengift gegen die Todes-furcht erwiesen und muss daher als ein psychologischer Faktor gebucht werden: Furcht und Todesschauer hatten für die Gläubigen ihre Macht vollständig eingebüßt, und mancher überlieferte Zug von Heldenmut und Todesverachtung, von

Many questions inevitably remain unanswered at this point. The aspect of inscribing magical power into these manuscripts requires further investigation along with the issue of how such spectacular handwritten notes, some of which were barely legible, came to be ascribed a protective function. There is also a lack of clarity concerning the transition from manuscript to mass circulation through wood printing and the comeback of handwritten letters based on printed ones. There are indications that printed heavenly letters that were purchasable from publishing houses in Wissembourg/Alsace and Neuruppin137 were received by the general public with great acclaim in the nineteenth century,

132 Ficker 2007, 194f.
133 Geertz 1987, 89.
134 H. M. 1919, 365.
135 Staby 1915.
136 Buddecke 1918, 52f. The English translation is from Kilduff 2012, 75.
137 See Jaenecke-Nickel 1962, 140f.
especially when there were rumours of an approaching war. The question here concerns the correlation between the modernisation and standardisation brought forth by mass production and the special regard for individually produced manuscripts, and how exactly printing contributed to the broader dissemination and wider use of these magical objects. Further issues arise on account of the evidence we have of heavenly letters being used beyond the national borders focused on in this article. In Norway and Sweden, for example – two Protestant countries – numerous museums house heavenly letters whose history still needs to be researched. Nineteenth- and early twentieth-century folk literature alludes to the existence of heavenly letters in an even broader European context than this, along with the belief in their apotropaic function, namely in Estonia, Russia and Ukraine. The wave of emigration to the United States in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries also brought heavenly letters to American battlefields as well, and there is evidence that they were also used by soldiers in the Second World War. These traces are all worthy of further investigation.

---

138 See Benne 2015, 28.
139 See Poldmäe 1938 and Zayarnyuk 2006.
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